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APART HOTEL  this is ondoing project, the information provided here portray facade variations and planning solutions.
Total area is  about 14 000 square meters, including 2-level underground parking, 1st floor mixed-use facilities. The hotel 
function available on 12 floors, there is a rooftop bar with amenities designed above them. 



HOUSING  I am focused on the best European experience in the design of high-density residential areas. The primary 
design tasks are comfort and safety of residents. There can be no compromise regarding the observance of these two
requirements. And all the rest of the design of a residential environment consists of compromises :)



HOUSING  at the initial stages of projects the most comprehensive analysis of the site of the proposed development is very
important. Quick conceptual sketch is a clear and convenient form of graphically represented analysis, including calculation of 
the main technical and economic indicators, taking local building codes and local urban planning restrictions.



ICEBERG MALL  this pre-project proposal implies local shopping center on the territory of a modern residential complex.
A multifunctional public space (climbing wall, stage, seats for spectators above the entrance to the underground parking, cafe)
is decided as the main anchor. The proposal involves active interaction with the surface of the facade.



SKY-MALL II  is оne of the most interesting commercial property projects in terms of the complex facades implementation,
curvilinear volumetric structures of public open spaces. My participation involved the management of an architectural team 
(10 people) and design of particularly complex and critical sections of the building. GBA = 75 000 sq.m.



RETROVILLE  next of the largest retail projects (GBA =120 000 sq.m.), which I was lucky to participate. My responsibilities
in the project included the design of key interfaces of building structures, decisions on the choice of certain types of building 
systems(ETFE roof covering for ex.), development of detailed architectural drawings.



LAVINA MALL  is one of the largest projects in which I had ever to participate(GBA = 170 000 sq.m.) As a team leader I 
had in charge 10 architects, it was an extremally interesting experience in management of architectural team in close 
cooperation between the construction department and the investor team, under tight deadlines pressure.  



INDUSTRIAL  since 2005, my experience of participating in projects includes several industrial facilities, food and printing
complexes, logistics centers, motor transport enterprises. The specificity of these projects is that they require careful attention
to technological requirements, as well as the widespread use of prefabricated metal structures.  



INTERIOR DESIGN  my professional experience began in the early 2000̀s by role of interior designer. Participation in 
some particularly striking projects was noted in publications in popular at that time magazines specializing in interior reviews.
I preferred to avoid designing residential interiors, focusing on the design of public spaces.
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